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Indians of Virginia (Pre-1600 with notes on Historic Tribes)
Unit Quiz

Student Name: _______________________________________ Date: ____________________

1.  There are 2 hypotheses about how native Americans came to North America.   The hypothesis 

that first natives came from Europe is called the ___________________ Hypothesis.  

2.  The migration hypothesis that suggests early natives came from Asia is called the 

______________________ Hypothesis.  

3.  What evidence supports the Hypothesis that the first natives in North American may have
come from Europe?  (Write a Short Answer)

4.  Paleo-Indians made “stone tools” from rocks like ____________________________.

5.  Early Archaic villages were typically located _________________ water.

6.  Middle Archaic people used _________________________ and mortars to grind food before
cooking/eating.

7.  By the 1600s, the native people of North America lived in highly evolved villages such as
_____________________________ and Pomeiooc which were located on the coast in what is
now North Carolina.

8.  The horticultural development of native societies in Eastern US were based on growing ____?
A.  Beans B.  Domestic animals C.  Maize D.  Rice

9.  The Mississippi Mound-builders from (900-1450 AD) were located primarily along the 

Mississippi and ____________________ River Valleys east of the Appalachian mountains.

10.  Horticultural Chiefdoms in Virginia were _______________________-based.



11.  There are ______________ tribes that are currently recognized by the State of Virginia.

12.  The Powhatan Chiefdom’s capitol of __________________________________ was located
on the York River about 15 miles from Jamestown.

13.  Most of the Indian tribes in Virginia have the same name as the ____________________
upon which they were located.

14.  The three principal language groups spoken by native American Indians are (List):

A. _________________     B. _____________    C. __________________

15.  Powhatan Indians spoke _____________________.

16.  Cherokee Indians spoke ______________________

17.  The Eastern band of Cherokee Indians (i.e., located in SW Virginia) didn’t participate in the
Trail of Tears migration to Oklahoma Territory (True or False)?   _________________

18.  In 1835 a handful of Cherokee leaders sold all of their tribal lands to the United States for $5
million and land in ______________________.

19.  The Powhatan Confederacy included about ______________ tribes of Indians located
mostly in the Tidewater region of Virginia.

20.  The Powhatans Confederacy fought 2 big wars with the Anglo settlers in Virginia..  The
wars were fought in __________________ and ___________________.

21.  The Yuchi Indians of SW Virginia resided on the _________________________________
Trail near Saltville, VA.

22.  Yuchi Indians probably traded copper and _______________   with warriors from all parts
of the Eastern United States.

23.  Yuchi Indians on the Holston River near Saltville, VA were attacked and decimated by 

Spanish ___________________________ in 1567.

24.  When the English settlers arrived at ___________________in 1609, they made initial
contact with indians who were part of the Powhatan Confederacy.

25.  The Powhatan Confederacy was largely destroyed by the year __________________.
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